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ABSTRACT

The_papeK attempts to show how the dmergirig field of Cognitive Science can have
,..--

a major impact on practical education.' In particular it provides at overview
go

of two projects at Bolt, Beranek & Newmanthe work on Socratic tutoring by
.

Collins and Stevens and the-work on diagnosing student's misconceptions in c' '

. ,

arithmetic by Brown and Burton. These two projects are cited as examples

of how the techniquet of Cognitive Science mace. e it poSsible%to,analSize teach-
/ -

:ing and learnilig in genuinely novel ways.
. --g-
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EXPLICATING, THE TACIT KNOWLEDGE' IN- & LEARNING

Allan Collins

The question I decided to address fs whether.tognitive

Science has anything new to say about education, given that some

of, the world's best minds have been thinkinlg about education

for thousands of years. The answer I think is yes; Cognitive
I

/ Science provides a set of tneo.reticalformalisms'end analysis

tecbmiques that can' be used to study teaching and learning of

topics like math and sciences in a genuinely novel- way. My
.

novel-` way.

plan'. -i' toforow haw this is poSsible with two case studies:

first 1'1441 outl-ine some work St venS and I (Cblfins,.19-77;
, ,

Stevns & .Collins s, 1977; Steven's, Goldin & Collins: ,irLpress)
.

h v.e,done,on tutoring by .the Socratic meilldd; and second. I will.
, .,.-. j . ..

destrribe work of, Browli & Burton (1978) on diagnosing students!
.

procedure 1 errors in-arithmetic. Threse are-only examples of,_
J

kind Qf.anaayses possible.

Inour'work on Socratic tutoring, we analyzed byr

a nuraber o'f tutors teaching dfffer6nt'subjcts (medicine,

graphya etc.) using the Socratic method. The Socraticmethod is

.made.up of a variety of individual strategies: j,4ese strategies

involve entrapping the student .into- mistakes Of:differen,

'confronting him withcounterexampTes, forCing.him to make predtic-
0

tions, -etc. Generally the method requires the student to derive

general principles from specific cases, and le'ar4 to Us these

principles to make precdiction.s about new cases.
1
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Using t.he_Troduction rule formalism developed by Kewell &

Simon q1972), was possble'to chai-acterize the different stra-

tegies tutors use in terms_ of rules of the form- when in sttua:

tion X, do Y. :We can give a few examples to show what these
/

rules look like:

. Rule.1: Form a general rule for aryinsufficient.factor.

(1) the student gives a§ In.-explanation:one or more factors that

are not sufficient.
N .

then .

.
1,

. ,

tnl k
-

,

"..--,..... ,,(2)` formulate a,general4lule.-aertihg that the,-factor given is

sufficient ar]d.ask the ;.tilderh if the mile is true:,

',
.-

_
. , ). , .

. ..

Example: -ff.5.-the student gives water as the reason they grow rice
..2111

in_Ctiina,:ask him "Do you think any place with enough water can

grow rice?",
tl

" ,

\ .
. .

Rule- : Pick a counterexample .for an insufficient factor.
.

(1) the studept gives: as an explariation one or more factors that
:.. .., ,

.

, are notsufficient, or ,

\,
.. -0
, _

(2) agre'es:t6-the general rule. in'Rure 1,,
r ..;: ,...

.ar.

then

(3)"picic a counterexample that has the right value of the,factor(s

given, but the wrong -value of the',dependent variable,
0

ask what the value of tii'e dependent variable is for that case,
*,.

..or (5) ask 'why 'the casual dependence does not hold for that case.

Y

/

2



Example: If a student gives water-as the, reason they grow rice

in China or agrees that any place it enough water-can grow rice,

upick a place like Ireland where there is enough water and ask,

"Do they growrice.in Ireland?" or "Why don't they grow rice in

Ireland?"

Rule 3: Question a prediction made without enough informatliont:
-

If

(1) a student makes a prediction as to the value of the depen-

dent variable on the basis of Some het of factors, and

(2) there is another value consistent with that set of factors,:,_

then

(3) ask t evstudent why not the other- value,
. , \ C '

C

nW

-Example:4 I:0 the student predicts they grow- wheat in Nigeria be-
.

\

cause it isifertile and warm, ask him why not rice."
, ,-. -

,

, N
5 Wtiile:ln pne sense the Socratic method is a sin.gle approach

,

that involvps-teaching thestudent to reason from cases, in
r .

another senSe it is made p.of'a variety of,the.se specific stra-.
:-.

; .

tegies thatgood,teachers ht -61Yosn,in ihe'coUrse of their teach-

ipg. Someffiit upon one set, some upon' another, though there is
, 4' : ..

0

usually some overlap. -here is'll-ittle -need for teachers to ver

balize the' e strategies, since their applic,aticen only ont,

1

,an intuitiive feel as to how to use them If they are taught, 1.

Y

...:--itZey- are visually t'au.ght try.,:ex ampl.e. S9c'tberl po4very specific
. ,e.

Lbody of kpo; wlgdge about-the -Socratic method, and hence there/is
no theory to_ extended and refined-. In fact until cdMputers- '\

. . .

provided jus with formalisms for expressing "process models,"
,.. f

-

I

I

tr
N
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it is unlikely that.anyond would have thought of constructing

specific theory about such a thing as the. Sgcratic method.

By making the tacit knowledge about e&ocratic

cit, it becomes possible to educate 'teachers about the Socratic

,

method. We can teach .them the strategiesthat many different'

teachers have developed arid the situations where they apply. If'theyy

were to evolve the method On their own-o.r!from watching other

good teachers, they would at best develop only a subset of these

strategies_ -0

,

More generally .the method of-analysis can be to
-

analyze .the specificstrategies'useb by the,most,e'ffective
,tteaches' Tn. the `country. Such antanalysis can be derived from

videotapes 'of actual classes. Ti* analysis would determine the.

teacher's :Systematic patterns of 'response tb-particular teaching

situations. It_is a. kind of formal analysis that simply was/not

6ossible in terms of earlier formaliswis in psychology, such as
a"^'

S-R06ndt or stage,model-s. Simply put we can now construct a

formal theory of the strategtes.uied by our most successful

teachers, and we can thereby make 'their accumulated tacit'know-
-.

;.-

1.4!dge availatle to every Potentia'12.-teac-her.

My second exampl
/
concerns Friodellin.g the learnirr to- diag-

nos6 his misundersta,dings. In a system called BUGGY, Brown .&

Burtlon (1978) developed a*repre-sentataion called a procedural net-
.

wink- in which they-represent all the procedures essary to

carryout'-addition a'hd subtraction in explicit dc.:, -. In ab G

procedu'ral errors are represented as perturbations of the,

correct procedures. In this way the program can simulate any



consistent procedure that students follow even if i i-is a wrong

procedure, as in the example below.

Consider five '!snap shots'!, of a student's performance dojng

addition a.s m e seen on a `homework assignment. 67efore-.Rro-

ceeding, discover th-e student's bug.
,10

Sailple\of the student's work:

41 318
/
989 66 216

+9. +S17 . +52 +887 +13
50 1345 1141 1053 229

.

Once You have discovered the bug, try testing your hypothesis by

"simulating" the buggy student so as to predict his result-s on

the following two test pr.obfbms. I

44'6 201
+815 +399.

Tivsbug isreally quite simple. ,In computer terms, the,
stuld,en afterdet6rmining the carry, .forgets reset the "carry

regi 5ter to zero and hence the amount carried is accumulated

across the- cpjumlis. For example, in the student's second prob-..

lem,: .(e-g., 328 + 917 duals 1345) he proceeds as fog Tows:

8+7 --r--15 sp).he writes-5 and carries 1, 2-1 `'= 3 plus the 'one
. I

carry is 4, stay 3+9 = 12 but that one carry f.tom the first

column is still there -- it hasn't been reset -- so adding.it
3 -

in to this-column gives 13., If this is the bug, then, the answers

tolthe test 'problems will be 130 -and 700. This bug is not .so,

absurd when one insiders that a.child might use his fingers to

remember the carry and forget to bend back.his finger:s, or

counters, after each carryiq added.

5



It turns out that it is very difficult for experts to_diag.--

nose systematic e :rrors thatBUGGY mikes;specially when the er-

rors are in loW leVel.Orocedures,that are called by different

high level procedures, or when there is more thancone bug in

ferent procedures! To a teacher-'ihe students. errors are iikelj,

to look random.

0,gdy the BUGGY program can be used is to train teachers

and (t(t.1-Wntshow to, diagn6rse bugs. The program selects a bug,

and gives' a few examples of the bug as manifested in working

problems. The user thenselects problems for BUGGY to. work

untilhethinks he has figured out the bug. Then BUGGY presents

him with "five test uses where he most simulate the bug_ If the

user cuinot produceithe same_a_nswer as BUGGY, on ny of the-.test

cases he then goes back to trying to diagnoseeh bug. I this

way teachers can be _taught how to be exper laTnosticians,

More importantly Brown & Burton have used-BUGGY to analyze

automatiCally a subtraction test taken by 1300 students in the.

4tlito 6th grades. They sound that about,40% of the students

used essentially'corr ct procedures:, about 20% have what appear
- /

to be' raerkm errors to BUGGY, and about 40% have systematic pro-

ceduaral errors. From their data they have compiled a list of the

2-0 most frequent errors.in subtraction and their frequencies

among grade school students. The t(hree most common bugs are the
A

follOwing:

1. Borrow from zero (e.g., 103-45 = 158) Frequency 107/1300,

When borrowing from a column whose top_ digit is 0, the

student writes 9, but does not continue borrowing from the

column to the left-of the 0.'

.6 10'
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N ,

Smaller from lat!ger (e.g., 253-118.= 145) Frequency,. 54/1300

The student subtracts the smaller digit' in.a column .from the-

larger digit rgardless of which' one is on top.,

3. DifferenCe of 0 -N = N and jump over zeroin borrowing

(e.g., 20,4-25, = 129) 'Frequency.34/1300

When ever the top digit a column is.0, the student writes

the.bottom digit-in the answer; i.e., 0.-N = N. Whelr4the

student needs to borro -0Bra column whose top digie is

0,' he skips that column and borrows'from the next one:
.,

The implications gf BUGGY for testing.are,profound. No

_longer' need a test be a means to assign a score to a1student.

A score is an arbitrary measure that tells very little about

how 'well the studeht ,is doing or what his real L- cb1em is. For

example, a single bugin a low lever procedure will produce,

many more wrong answers than several bugs in .i.gher level p4-

cedu'res. fhit ,a test becomes, if BUGGY i s taKen seriously,

a method/for diagnosing the'stu8ents uncle-lying errors:- The

outcome is a statement q f. whate%er specific procedural errors

the student is making. Then teaching can be directed explicitly

at the bugs the test has diagnosed.
,

S ely be BUGGY arithmetic had been studied. very thpr-

But by applying a Cognitive Science analysis, Brown

& Burton could find new insights into the problems children

are' having' Other basic skills (Iigher mathematics, readimg,

writing, etc.) are more difficult to analyze in this way, but

the,lesson should be obvious. There is enormous leveiyagein
,

this kind-of analysis and the potential implications for prac-

ti ical--education are .profound.

7
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